MicroRNA and Its Role in Cardiovascular Disease
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Abstract

MicroRNAs play a key role in regulation of gene expression during cardiac development and cardiac remodeling. MicroRNAs that present in bodily fluids may be useful for screening, diagnosis or therapeutic implication as a treatment. MicroRNAs are relatively new approach targets for researchers and clinicians in today world. MicroRNAs are small noncoding RNA (ncRNA) having approximately 21 to 25 nucleotides in length, and they mainly act as a transcriptional regulators of gene expression in diverse biological processes such as cellular proliferation, differentiation, tumorigenesis to death and so on. There is no doubt that lethaliferous cardiac disease is one of the most common causes of deaths worldwide. MicroRNAs may regulate in several cardiovascular pathologies, not only limited to hypertrophy, heart failure, arrhythmias, hypertension, myocardial infarction, dyslipidemias and congenital heart diseases, but in circulation and bodily fluids are potential novel biomarkers for above mentioned cardiac pathologies. Knowing abnormalities in genetic level, early and accurate detection, effective treatment and prevention is the ideal management of cardiovascular diseases in today’s world. However, every detail of an individual microRNA and their system is huge and beyond the scope of this article. Therefore, in this review we try to cover the overall major aspects of the microRNAs and its role in cardiovascular system.
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1. Introduction

Since the discovery of Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) double helix structure by Watson and Crick in 1953 [1], the regulation of gene expression may occur through the following process as shown in Figure 1.
Transcription is the first stage of gene expression in which information contained in double standard DNA molecule gets transferred into single standard Ribonucleic acid (RNA) molecule. Messenger RNA (mRNA) translates the information in the RNA base sequence to the amino acid sequence of a protein through the process of translation [2].

With the completion of Human genome project in 2003 till now, it has been concluded that human genome contains approx. 20,000 to 25,000 protein coding genes, more appropriately 22,333 which corresponds to the total current protein coding gene sequences are available on National center for biotechnology information reference sequence (NCBI’s RefSeq) database [3].

More interestingly it has been found, only less than 2% of RNA transcripts are protein coding RNAs (mRNA) and remaining are noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) [4].

The term ncRNA is commonly used for RNA that does not encode a protein, but they have diverse functions from mRNA splicing and RNA modifications to translational regulation. This hidden layer of gene regulation has been uncovered recently which has brought the tremendous research opportunity in the field of human genetics and molecular biology [5].

Non coding RNAs are broadly divided into two main groups; the short noncoding RNAs (sncRNAs) which have less than 30 nucleotide base pairs and long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) which have more than 200 nucleotide base pairs. Examples of short noncoding RNAs are microRNAs (miRNAs), short interfering RNAs (siRNAs), and piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs). Long noncoding RNAs are long intergenic ncRNAs (lincRNAs), braveheart, Fendrr, transcribed ultra-conserved regions (T-UCRs), pseudogenes and antisense RNAs [6] [7].

Micro RNAs are the most widely studied and well known classes of ncRNAs which are only ~21 to 25 nucleotides (nt) in length and they function through expression in diverse biological processes acting as a transcriptional regulators of gene expression including cellular proliferation, differentiation, tumorigenesis to death [8]. Primary transcript of miRNA is cleaved by enzyme nuclear RNase III also called Dorsha which produces 70 - 90 nt stem-loop structured pre-miRNAs and then it transports into cytoplasm by exportin [9] (Figure 2).

Mature miRNAs having ~22 nt are cleaved from 70 - 90 nt hairpin pre miRNA precursors by RNase III Dicer in the cytoplasm and finally incorporated into the RNA-induced silencing complex which are regarded as negative regulators of gene expression by inhibiting translation and/or promoting mRNA degradation by base pairing to complementary sequences within the 3’ UTR region of protein-coding mRNA transcripts [10] [11] [12]. Recently it has been found that...
miRNA-binding sites are also located in 5’ UTRs [13] [14] thereby regulating translation process. MicroRNAs can also up-regulate gene expression, likely via the suppression of transcriptional repressors [15].

The first miRNA, lin-4 which reduces the amount of Lin 14 protein was discovered in 1993 by Lee et al. in Caenorhabditis elegans. Lin-4 binds to its complementary sequences element in 3’-UTR of Lin 14 mRNA, thereby negatively regulating Lin-14 translation [16]. Mutation in Lin14 gene causes elimination of larval stage specific cellular events in C.elegans [17].

The second miRNA or the first miRNA in Human let-7 was discovered in 2000 with its target protein lin-41 [18]. Unlike first miRNA, let-7 is highly conserved in many species including human which is regulated in transcriptional and post transcriptional level. Let-7 recognizes 3’UTR in lin-41 gene and binds to it and hence down regulates lin-41 translation. Lin-41 is associated with different protein ubiquitin ligase in an autoubiquitylation assay [19]. Additionally mouse lin-41 is found to be more pronounced during early development of mouse limb bud, nervous tissue and craniofacial tissue [20].

Let-7 family of miRNAs also found to modulate immune response against opportunistic human pathogen like Pseudomonas aeruginosa [21]. Since the discovery of lin-4 and let-7, a lot of attention of researchers has been found towards this new RNA revolution. According to the “miRBase” till now 2588 mature miRNA exists in human targeting thousands of genes within the body [22]. Among these different miRNA, they function as cell or tissue specific manner resulting in normal development of cell, tissue and an organ to their disease progression upon alteration of miRNA hemostasis [23] so as heart issue is of no

Figure 2. miRNA synthesis.
exception.

This review mainly focuses on recent development on microRNAs related to various aspect of cardiac system from development, remodeling and diagnostic to disease progression.

2. MicroRNA in Cardiac Development and Physiology

From the embryonic period to fully developed heart, miRNAs are constantly found in cardiac tissues. miR-21, miR-29a, miR-129, miR-210, miR-211, miR-320, miR-423 and let-7c are highly expressed in normal fetal heart tissue which plays a major role in embryonic and post-natal cardiac development [24].

Decreased level of above mentioned miRNAs are due to depleted level of Dicer, an enzyme whose role is essential for miRNA processing lead to pericardial edema, poorly developed ventricular myocardium and rapid lethality in mouse models. Similarly Tamoxifen inducible Cre recombinase deletion of dicer causes heart failure and death in adult heart [25]. In other word inhibition of miRNA expression is due to dicer deletion. Deletion of dicer during embryonic phase resulted in hypo plastic ventricular muscle, pericardial edema [26]. Post-natal deletion of dicer in heart muscle cell may result in cardiomyocyte contractility dysfunction and disarray which ultimately result in dilated cardiomyopathy, heart failure and related consequences [27].

miRNA-1 and miRNA-133 plays a crucial role in cardiac development which has been proved experimentally in mice model. miRNA-1 (miR-1-1, miR-1-2) and miR-133 (miR-133a-1, miR-133a-2 and miR-133b) and miR-206 are muscle specific microRNA which are regulated by different enzymes in different tissue. miR-1 is regulated by serum response factor (SRF) in heart whereas by Myogenic differentiation 1 (MyoD 1) and myocyte enhancer factor 2 (Mef 2) in skeletal muscles [28]. Main functions of miRNA-1 on heart development are favoring of apoptotic mechanisms [29] and inhibition of cardiac development [30].

miRNA-1 targets the Hand2, a transcription factor which favors the proliferation of cardiomyocytes in zebra fish embryo heart [31]. This suggest during cardiac development rise in miRNA-1 level causes decrease in Hand2 transcription factor level and for a healthy heart this need to balance in a miRNA homeostasis. If there is excessive increase in miRNA-1 in early embryogenesis, it may lead to dysregulation of cardiac myocyte proliferation, myoblast differentiation, ventricular septal defect (VDS) by interfering cardiac morphogenesis [32] [33].

Histone deacetylates 4 (HDAC4) is another transcriptional repressor protein of muscle gene expression and miR-1 targets this protein and promotes myogenesis [15]. The role of miR-133 in cardiac development is as a regulator of cardiogenesis. It acts on Nelf-A/WHSC2 which is a nuclear factor involved in cardiogenesis [34]. It has been found that loss of miR-1 and miR-133 lead to ventricular septal defect (VSD) and cardiac chamber dilatation which resulted in embryonic and neonatal lethality [35]. miR-196a which is also found in human heart is found to be associated with HOXB8-Sonic hedgehog signaling pathway...
and this pathway is important for cardiac septation, valve formation and outflow tract morphogenesis [29].

3. MicroRNA in Cardiac Remodeling

The term “remodeling” is adaption in response to any chronic stress in heart, for example chronic hypertension can lead to hypertrophy in cardiac myocytes which is required to maintain adequate cardiac output. However if cardiac remodeling process remains for long duration it may lead to heart failure, myocardial infarction and other cardiac disease [24].

miR-1 and miR-133 are found to be downregulated in a heart where cardiac remodeling processing is active especially in pressure overload-induced hypertrophy, Akt overexpression-induced hypertrophy and adaptive cardiac hypertrophy [36].

Calcium dependent gene expressions are crucial for the myocyte growth and differentiation. Calmodulin, MeF2a and Gata4 are the main calcium dependent transcription factors and miR-1 inhibits these transcription factors as shown by a study in a mice model [37]. miR-133 regulates transcription factors like RhoA, a GDP-GTP exchange protein, Cdc42 which are associated with cardiac hypertrophy and Nelf-A/WHSC2 related to cardiogenesis [34]. Other classes of miRNA like miR-208, miR-195, miR-214, and miR-21 are over expressed in hypertrophied heart or simply upregulated [38]. During pressure induced stress, cardiac specific intron of alpha myosin heavy chain (αMHC6) gene 6 encodes a cardio specific miR-208 and then miR-208 further upregulates beta myosin heavy chain thereby promoting cardiac hypertrophy [39] [40].

Recent works reported by Bang et al. [41] showed that in response to stress oncardio fibroblast secrete miRNA enriched exosomes, miR-21 also called “star” microRNA which are a potent paracrine acting RNA molecule that responsible for cardiomyocyte hypertrophy. If miR-195 is over expressed, it may leads to cardiac hypertrophy. Upregulation of microRNA-195 in failing heart can result in dilated cardiomyopathy as suggested by Rooij et al. in transgenic mice model [42].

4. MicroRNA in Cardiac Disease

4.1. Arrhythmia

miRNA levels are found to be altered from its normal hemostasis in both atrial or ventricular arrhythmia. Both upregulation and down regulation of miR-1 may cause arrhythmic condition especially in ventricle and atria respectively.

In Ventricular arrhythmia, miR-1 represses KCNJ2 and GJA1. KCNJ2 encodes Kir2.1 which is a potassium channel subunit and GJA1 encodes connexin 43 which is a cardiac gap junction. This leads to slowed conduction and depolarization of cytoplasmic membrane which has arrhythmogenic potential and elimination of miR-1 has shown to improvement in arrhythmic potential in infarcted rat hearts. This has opened a window for future anti arrhythmic therapy
targeting miR-1 [43].

Another mechanism by which overexpression of miR-1 causes arrhythmia is by CaM-KII-dependent phosphorylation of the L-type Ca2+ channels and ryanodine receptors 2 (RyR2) leading to burst of calcium from sarcoplasmic reticulum responsible for arrhythmia [44].

A study by Zhao et al. suggested that homozygous mutant for miR-1-2 in mice have high incidence of electro physio abnormalities resulting sudden cardiac death due to repression of potassium channel subunit which is involved in transient K+ current out flux [26]. miR-328 is associated with atrial fibrillation. Study by Lu et al. [45] found that miR-328 have found to be elevated by 3.5 fold in atrial fibrillation patient in comparison to those without and it opened the door for potential therapeutic for atrial fibrillation targeting miR-328. miR-1 levels are found to be reduced in atrial fibrillation. Reduced level of miR-1 leads to increased inward potassium current and this is responsible for the generation of arrhythmia in atrial muscle.(46).

### 4.2. Hypertension

Role of miRNA in blood pressure regulation has been investigated through several studies in recent years.

miR-155 negatively regulates angiotensin II type 1 receptor expression at the post transcriptional level. Increased level of miR-155 is found to be associated with decreased blood pressure by binding to Angiotension II type 1 receptor at 3'-UTR [47].

An hypothesis proposed by Bähring et al. [48] suggest that autosomal-dominant hypertension and brachydactyly, a multipheno- phenotype Mendelian syndrome, are caused by a chromosomal rearrangement on 24p which features multiple splicing and noncoding RNA resembling miRNA sequence. This gives rays to scientists for future study opportunity on hypertension related to miRNA. The role of miRNA in hypertension has further supported by Marques et al. [49] in which they establish the relationship between renin mRNA over expression and miRNA in human hypertensive kidney. Their discovery found that downregulation of 2 miRNAs that bind to and affect reninmRNA levels. Out of 850 miRNAs they screened two miRNAs; miR-181a and miR-663 are responsible for down-regulation of renin expression in human kidney.

Chronic Ang II-mediated hypertension in rats increases miR-132/-212 in aorta, heart and kidney. Eskidsen et al. [50] infused Angiotensin II in rat for 10 days and they have reported increased in blood pressure, cardiac hypertrophy and fibrosis in rat model. Similarly level of miR-132, miR-212 were found to be down regulated in the internal mammary artery of patients treated with angiotensin II receptor type 1 blocker.

Relationship between regulation of 11-β hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 2 (11β-HSD2) and miRNA has recently been done by Rezaei et al. [51]. 11β-HSD2 is responsible for conversion of 11β-hydroxy glucocorticoids to inactive 11-ke-
tosterone and also inactivation of mineralocorticoid receptor in human by corticosteroid. In this study they found that overexpression of miR-20a reduces 11β HSD2 activity thereby facilitating the mineralocorticoid effect especially in salt sensitive hypertension.

4.3. Heart Failure

No doubt that heart failure remains the significant burden to modern society and treating physician with leading cause of hospital admission in adults over the age of 65. According to Health Management Organization, Kaiser Permanente Coronary artery disease, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, atrial fibrillation and valvular heart disease are the five major factors contributing heart failure [52].

With the advancement in miRNA study, it has raised the possibility of its appearances in heart failure cases using circulating miRNAs are biomarkers. Study by Goren et al. [53] found that level of specific miRNAs like miR-423-5p, miR-320a, miR-22 and miR-92b are found to be elevated in patient with systolic heart failure. Further study by Devaux et al. [54] revealed that panels of 4 miRNAs namely miR-16, miR-27a, miR-101, and miR-150 are associated with improved prediction of left ventricular contractility six months after acute myocardial infarction (AMI).

Among various miRNAs, expressions of miR-122/423-5p/210/499/622 are found to be increased in patient with heart failure and are liked to more than one study [24]. The significance of increased level of miR-423-5p has been further supported by Tijsen et al. [55] where 6 other miRNAs were found to be elevated but miR-423-5p was strongly correlated with clinical diagnosis of heart failure. miR-1 plasma levels were found to be elevated in acute myocardial induced heart failure (AMI-HF) [56].

A recent study done in myocardial biopsy of 34 Chinese patients with recent heart failure and then compared it with a group of patient without heart failure undergoing routine cardiac surgery. It has been found that miR-1, -21, -23, -29, -130, -195 and -199 were high in the heart failure group [57]. It has to be noted that other miRNAs who are responsible for cardiac hypertrophy and remodeling are also contributing factor in heart failure. More consistent RNA profiles in heart failure cases needed to be developed and it demands more studies in large populations which shall be overcome soon in near future and microRNA profiling in case of heart failure shall be mature in coming days.

4.4. Myocardial Infarction

Myocardial infarction, being a medical emergency is leading cause of deaths and long term complication worldwide. Early diagnosis and therapeutic intervention can significantly reduce its mortality and future risk and complications.

Post infarct patient can go into significant cardiac remodeling depending upon infarct size. As suggested by da costa et al. [25], disruption of miRNA ge-
necrosis due to deletion of dicer can lead to significant maladaptive cardiac remodeling leading to heart failure. Myocardial infarction itself is a long term hypoxic environment to cardiomyocyte. Wu et al. [58] described the role of hypoxia in miRNA mediated gene silencing potentiation via post translational modification of Argonaute-2. Hypoxia causes change in gene expression of miR-210 and miR-181b through hypoxia-inducible factor-1 (HIF-1) whereas Ago-2 causes dicer independent cleavage of precursor miR-451 to mature miR-451. The cardio protective Ischemic preconditioning (IPC) in murine heart is associated with increased level of miR-144/451 which modulates reactive oxygen species (ROS) production by targeting Rac-1 which is a key component of Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate oxidase (NADPH oxidase) [59].

Cardiac specific miRNAs, miR-208b and miR-499 were found to be elevated in circulation with 1600 and 100 fold respectively in patient with acute myocardial infarction when comparing it with the control. However, leukocyte specific miRNAs were not increased in significant amount [60]. Further to this, the role of miR-499 in AMI diagnosis has been supported by Adachi et al. in which they measured the plasma concentration of miR-499 in 14 patients with acute coronary syndrome, 15 patients with congestive heart failure (CHF) and 10 patients without any cardiovascular disease. They concluded that miR-499 was exclusive to cardiac tissue with significant increase in plasma level following acute myocardial infarction (AMI) than below the limit of detectable range in plasma with other groups mentioned above [61].

Elevated level of miR-1 and miR-133a were found to be present in acute MI, unstable angina pectoris and takotsubo cardiomyopathy without elevation of serum cardiac troponin or serum creatinine phosphokinase (CPK). So it can be used as a marker of cardiomyocyte injury or death [62]. Future risk of heart failure (HF) in patient who suffered acute myocardial infarction can be measured using miRNAs as an indicator. For this Matsumoto et al. [63] found that patient who suffered heart failure after acute myocardial infarction had elevated p53 responsive microRNAs particularly miR-34a, miR-192, miR-194 in their early convalescent stage of AMI.

miR-15 family, containing 6 related miRNAs, are upregulated in the infarcted region of the heart in response to ischemia-reperfusion injury in mice and pigs and upon successful therapy with locked nucleic acid (LNA)-modified anti-miR-15, cardiac infarct size and cardiac remodeling has found to be reduced. This has opened the door for potential therapeutic implementation of anti-miR therapy in myocardial infarction (MI) [64]. Post myocardial infarction induced heart failure is a vulnerable environment for atrial fibrillation and atrial remodeling. On one recent study by Cardin et al. [65] establish the relationship between atrial remodeling and level of miR-21 in a post infarct in experimental rat model. Knockdown of miR-21 expression in atrial muscle leads to prevention of atrial fibrillation and remodeling. This further opens a door for potential future therapy/intervention designed to prevent atrial fibrillation (AF).
The therapeutic role of miR-24 in cardiac fibrosis and remodeling after myocardial infarction has been recently described by Wang et al. [66]. miR-24 expression is down regulated after post myocardial infarction. They described that in vivo delivery of lentivirus miR-24 can interact with tissue growth factor β1 (TGF-β1) to decrease the cardiac fibrosis which resulting from various heart conditions like MI, cardiomyopathies and heart failure.

4.5. Atherosclerosis

Atherosclerosis is a complex and chronic inflammatory interaction of blood vessel wall with altered lipoprotein monocyte-derived macrophages, T cells, and the normal arterial elements. It is one of the most common causes of deaths in western society [67].

Patient with coronary artery disease have reduced expression of different miRNAs like miR-126, miR-145, miR-155 in their blood [68]. The detail role of microRNAs 126/145/ and 155 in vivo have been described by Wei et al. [69]. They found that downregulation of miR145 in smooth muscle cell disrupts smooth muscle cell normal hemostasis and favors atheroma formation. Similarly upregulation of miR-155 in macrophage improves advanced atherosclerosis and miR-126 reduces atheroma lesion formation by increasing lesional CXCL12 expression which has atheroprotective effect.

miR-33 which is located in SREBF2 gene is responsible for reduce expression of cholesterol transporter ABC transporter A1 (ABCA1) which leads to decreased level of High density lipoprotein (HDL), a good cholesterol. Similarly anti miR-33 therapy has found to be atheroprotective by increasing circulating HDL in mice model [70]. A study done by Gao et al. [71] in 355 Chinese patients with hyperlipidemia found that level of miR-122 and miR-370 were positively correlated with total cholesterol, Triglycerides and Low density lipoprotein cholesterol C (LDL-C) and coronary artery disease (CAD) progression.

4.6. Congenital Heart Disease

miRNA plays important role from embryogenesis to fully developed adult heart. Several congenital cardiac defects have been found to be associated with altered expression of miRNA. Alteration of miR-1 and miR-181c levels is found to be associated with Ventricular septal defects (VSD). In human presenting with VSD, their cardiac cells show decreased expression of miR-1 and increased expression of miR-181c [72] [73]. Congenital heart disease in Down syndrome patients have been found to have over expressed 5 major miRNAs namely miR-99a, let-7c, miR-125b-2, miR-155 and miR-802 in chromosome 21. [74].

Several cardio-facial neural crest defects may cause due to abnormalities in neural crest cell migration and dicer deletion, which is mainly responsible for the miRNA maturation. Noonans Syndrome, DiGeorge Syndrome, LEOPARD syndrome, cardio-facio-cutaneous syndrome and Costello syndrome are some of the examples for such diseases [72].
Tetralogy of Fallot (TOF) is the most common congenital cyanotic heart disease. The association of TOF with miRNAs has been recently reported by O’Brien et al. [75] in 33 infant with non-syndromic TOF without a 22q11.2 deletion. They found that 33 miRNAs were down regulated in patients who have non-syndromic TOF. Again in a separate study in 2015 by this group found that over expression of miR-421 in ventricular cell is associated with TOF [76].

In a study, by Liang et al. [77] concluded that miRNA-940 is most significantly down regulated in patients with TOF. Bicuspid aortic valve being a common congenital valvular anomaly, miR-26a, miR-30b and miR-195 levels were found to be low in a study by Ni-gam et al. [78]. Two years later, study by Yanagawa et al. [79] revealed that miR-141 is a key regulator of bone morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP-2 dependent) dependent aortic valve calcification. miR-141 was found to be downregulated in patient with bicuspid aortic valve.

4.7. Circulating miRNA as a Diagnostic Indicator of Cardiovascular Disease

The detection of miRNAs in body fluids is done by various methods namely real time PCR or micro array assay. Circulating miRNAs are stable nucleic acids whose sequences can be amplified and are easily detectable with appropriate methods in wide range of bodily fluids from blood, urine, saliva, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and breast milk. Despite the advancement in medical science, early and effective diagnosis or treatment for myocardial infarction still remains a clinical challenge [80].

Role of cardiac specific miRNAs for the detection of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) have been described by various researchers. Cardiac specific miRNAs-1/133/208b/499 may have the future for upcoming diagnostic markers for acute myocardial infarction [62] [60].

miR-1/21/22/23/29/122/130/195/320a/423-5p/499/622 levels were found to be overexpressed in heart failure patients. Particularly increased level of miR-423-5p was well correlated with heart failure in different studies [53] [56] [24] [55] [56] [57]. Similarly level of miR-122 and miR-370 were positively correlated with total cholesterol, Triglycerides and LDL cholesterol (LDL C) and coronary artery disease (CAD) progression [71].

4.8. Circulating miRNAs as Therapeutic Role

Since single miRNA can target multiple mRNA making protein on gene regulation, so now it is feasible to use miRNA as therapeutic target. Elimination of miR-1 has shown to improvement in arrhythmic potential in infarcted rat hearts and this has opened a new window for future anti arrhythmic therapy targeting miR-1 [43]. Knockdown of miR-21 expression in atrial muscle leads to prevention of atrial fibrillation and remodeling. This further opens a door for potential future therapy/intervention designed to prevent atrial fibrillation (AF) [65].

In vivo delivery of lentivirus miR-24 can interact with tissue growth factor β1 (TGF-β1) to decrease the cardiac fibrosis resulting from various heart conditions.
like MI, cardiomyopathies and heart failure [66]. miRNAs based therapeutics have been more studied in atherosclerosis. Atheroprotective effect of miR-126 has been explained by [69]. Similarly anti miR-33 therapy has found to be atheroprotective by increasing circulating HDL in mice model [70] (Table 1).

5. Conclusions

It seems yesterday since the discovery of miRNAs, but within a decade it has

Table 1. Summary of various miRNAs with its possible roles in cardiovascular disease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cardiac condition</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal fetal heart</td>
<td>miR-21, 29a, 129, 210, 211, 320, 423,</td>
<td>Upregulation</td>
<td>Decreased Expression leads to hypoplastic ventricles, pericardial edema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>let-7c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac Development</td>
<td>miR-1, miR-133a</td>
<td>Upregulation</td>
<td>MiR-1 overexpression leads to dysregulation of cardiac development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>during miR-1</td>
<td>VSD, loss miR-1, miR-133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac remodeling</td>
<td>miR-1, miR-133, miR-21, 195, 208, 214</td>
<td>Downregulation</td>
<td>Upregulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A potential biomarker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventricular Arrhythmia</td>
<td>miR-1</td>
<td>Upregulation</td>
<td>Anti-miR-1, a potential therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrial Fibrillation</td>
<td>miR-328, miR-1</td>
<td>Upregulation</td>
<td>Anti-miR-328, a potential therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>miR-155, 181, 663, miR-132, 212, 20a</td>
<td>Downregulation</td>
<td>Potential biomarker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart Failure</td>
<td>miR-1, 21, 22, 23, 29, 92b, 130, 195,</td>
<td>Upregulation</td>
<td>miR-425-5p is strongly correlated with clinical diagnosis of heart failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>199, 210, 320a, 423-5p, 499, 622</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myocardial Infarction</td>
<td>miR-1, 15, 133a, 208b, 499 miR-24</td>
<td>Upregulated</td>
<td>miR-499 is inclusive to cardiac muscle, a potential biomarker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atherosclerosis</td>
<td>miR-33, 122, 370</td>
<td>Upregulated</td>
<td>Anti miR-33 is atheroprotective, a potential therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital heart disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSD</td>
<td>miR-181-c, miR-1</td>
<td>Upregulated</td>
<td>All of these findings will lead to early detection of congenital heart disease and possible therapeutic intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatralogy of Fallot</td>
<td>miR-421, miR-940</td>
<td>Upregulated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicuspid Aortic valve</td>
<td>miR-26a, 30b, 141, 195</td>
<td>Downregulated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DOI: 10.4236/wjcd.2017.710032
shown very detailed rays of insight into the biology of cardiovascular system. Current increase in interest of miRNAs in cardiovascular diseases among researchers signifies its bright future in coming days. Although much has happened within this short period of time but still need much more research on miRNAs and findings especially in larger studies. Contrary to its name “microRNA”, it has wider macro function in heart from cardiac embryogenesis, differentiation, hypertrophy to disease. Days are not far for cure of heart failure due to various conditions; prevent cardiac remodeling, prediction of future heart failure in post MI patients. miRNA might outweigh cardiac sensitivity troponins in coming days for the early and accurate diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction (AMI) with predictive future complications risk and their treatment. Therefore, it seems there is a possibility to treat cardiomyopathies in the near future. This will definitely be an exciting gift to needy patients and availability of more durable and permanent treatment options for treating cardiovascular diseases.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

αMHC6: alpha myosin heavy
11βHSD 2: 11-β hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase 2
AF: Atrial fibrillation
AMI: Acute myocardial infarction
AMI-HF: Acute myocardial induced heart failure
BMP 2: Bone morphogenetic protein 2
CAD: Coronary artery disease
CHF: Congestive heart failure
CPK: Creatinine phosphokinase
CSF: Cerebrospinal fluid
DNA: Deoxyribonucleic acid
HF: Heart failure
HDAC4: Histone deacetylases 4
IPC: Ischemic preconditioning
LNA: Locked nucleic acid
Inc RNA: Long noncoding RNA
linc RNA: Long intergenic noncoding RNA
Mef-2: Myocyte enhancer factor 2
mRNA: messenger RNA
MI: Myocardial infarction
miRNA: MicroRNA
miR: MicroRNA
NADPH: Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate
ncRNA: Noncoding RNA
nt: nucleotide
NCBIRefSeq: National Center for Biotechnology Information Reference Sequence
RyR2: Ryanodine receptors 2
RNA: Ribonucleic acid
ROS: Reactive oxygen species
SiRNA: Short noncoding RNA
TGFβ1: Tissue growth factor β1
TOF: Tetralogy of fallot
VSD: Ventricular septal defect